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ABSTRACT
We describe the use of Support Vector Machines for pho-
netic classification on the TIMIT corpus. Unlike previous
work, in which entire phonemes are classified, our system
operates in a framewise manner and is intended for use as
the front-end of a hybrid system similar to ABBOT. We
therefore avoid the problems of classifying variable-length
vectors. Our frame-level phone classification accuracy on
the complete TIMIT test set is competitive with other re-
sults from the literature. In addition, we address the serious
problem of scaling Support Vector Machines by using the
Kernel Fisher Discriminant.
1. INTRODUCTION
Most approaches to speech recognition involve learning some
form of model from data. The model might be generative,
as in the case of a Hidden Markov Model, or it might be a
classifier, as in the case of a neural networks [1]. Typically,
the model parameters are set to maximise the likelihood of
the training data.
An alternative to learning models of the data is an
example-based approach where a classifier is constructed in
terms of actual training examples. One such approach is
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [2]. Whilst SVMs have
been shown to yield competitive results in a number of do-
mains (e.g. handwritten character recognition) they are not
without problems. The problems addressed in this paper
are: the choice of kernel and its parameters; building mul-
ticlass classifiers from inherently binary SVMs; the poor
scaling of the standard training algorithm on large data sets;
and the inability to directly interpret predicted outputs as
probabilities. We give a brief overview of SVMs in section
1.1. Previous speech recognition work using Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVMs) [3, 4, 5, 6] has typically addressed the
problem of classifying entire segments at once. The start
and end times of these segments might be obtained from
manual labelling (during training only), from a first pass us-
ing another model (e.g. a set of Hidden Markov Models), or
may be simply hypothesised at recognition time as part of
the search procedure. This approach has a serious theoret-
ical problem: the classifier must deal with variable length
feature vectors. Various ways round this problem have been
tried, including resampling segments to a fixed length ei-
ther by linear time warping [3] or ad hoc resampling [5],
and building non-linear time-warping into the kernel [6].
We take a different approach, which is analogous to that
in hybrid ASR systems such as ABBOT [1]. In these sys-
tems, a front end (e.g. a neural network or, in our case,
a SVM) estimates a posterior phone conditional probability
density function over the phone set on a frame-by-frame ba-
sis. This pdf is then decoded into a word sequence. Such an
approach avoids the problem of dealing with variable-length
feature vectors.
1.1. Support Vector Machines
Here we very briefly summarise the operation of Support
Vector Machines, originally introduced by Vapnik [2]. SVMs
are kernel machines and can be used for a variety of tasks,
including that of pattern classification. In its basic form,
a single SVM is a binary classifier which learns a decision
boundary between two classes (e.g. two phonemes) in some
input space (e.g. vectors of Mel-scale cepstral coefficients).
We discuss approaches to multiclass problems (e.g. 1-of-40
phoneme classification for TIMIT) in section 1.2. To find a
decision boundary between two classes a SVM attempts to
maximise the margin between the classes, and choose lin-
ear separations in a feature space. A function called the
kernel
 
is used to project the data from input space to
feature space, and if this projection is non-linear it allows
non-linear decision boundaries. The formulation for SVMs
is extremely simple. The classification of some known point
in input space x  is 	
 , which is defined to be either  or  . If x  is a point in input space with unknown classifica-
tion, then
	  sign   	  x  x   !#" (1)
where 	     and 	  is the predicted class of point
x  . The function   is the kernel,   are a set of ad-justable weights and ! is a bias, both to be learned during
training. Classification time is linear in the number of sup-
port vectors. Various forms for the kernel function
  
are
possible, subject to certain constraints [2]. We investigated
linear, polynomial and Gaussian kernels.
The training procedure for a SVM amounts to maximis-
ing the following expression using a set of  training vec-
tors  x 
 x 
 	
	  x   with corresponding known targets 	   	   		
  	   :




     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subject to
  	  and     where  is a
user-defined parameter know as the penalty term. The set
of support vectors in a trained SVM are those x  for which
   . It is clearly desirable for both storage and classifi-cation speed to have a small set of support vectors.
1.2. Multiclass SVMs
Various approaches are possible for constructing a multi-
class classifier for a

-class problem from basic binary
SVMs, e.g. [7]. The one we have found most successful is
the one-versus-one scheme, where one classifier is trained
for every possible pair of classes - resulting in     
classifiers (
  in our experiments, so         . Once a set of one-vs-one classifiers have been trained,
there are two common ways of combining their outputs to
construct a multiclass classifier:
One-vs-one voting scheme The first scheme was a simple
majority vote: for a test frame all      are run, each
classifier casting one vote on favour of the class it chooses.
The class with the most votes wins. Although this works
reasonably well in practice (results are in section 2.3), there
is clearly a flaw in such a scheme: the one-vs-one classifiers
are forced to choose between only two classes, therefore
many votes are forced to be cast for incorrect classes. In
practice, these votes are distributed sufficiently uniformly
as to not overrule votes from those binary classifiers who
are choosing between a pair of classes which includes the
correct class.
Directed acyclic graph (DAGSVM) scheme An alterna-
tive to the voting scheme is a greedy decision-graph-based
algorithm based on [7]. In this scheme a sequence of bi-
nary classifications are performed using the same one-vs-
one SVMs as above. If the first scheme was called “vot-
ing”, this scheme might be called a “knockout competition”.
Now, only
    binary classifications are required to
classify a test frame:
     in our case.
2. EXPERIMENT 1: PHONETIC CLASSIFICATION
Maximising expression 2 using a general-purpose optimised
quadratic programming algorithm will scale approximately
as   and require large amounts of memory. One approach
to reducing training time on large data sets is to subdivide
the training data into smaller chunks, effectively solving
smaller optimisation tasks (i.e. ones with smaller  ). Our
experiments used the SVMTorch toolkit [8] which provides
the sequential minimisation optimistation method. By using
an extreme decomposition (dividing the problem into sub-
sets of 2), this method effectively reduces the scaling factor
to approximately   .
2.1. The data
We are currently working with the TIMIT corpus [9] be-
cause of it’s high-quality phone labels. All results reported
are framewise classification accuracies for the complete test
set (the 1344 si and sx sentences which contain just over
50 thousand phones). The speech waveforms are parame-
terised in a standard way as Mel-scale cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs) using 25ms frames spaced at 10ms intervals. Each
input pattern !  consists of the current frame of 12 MFCCs
and energy plus delta and acceleration coefficients, and two
context frames on each side, making a total of
        #"%$ = 195 components. This formulation was arrived at
by experimentation with varying numbers of context frames
left and right of the frame being classified. The training
set has about 1.1 million frames and the test set has about
400 thousand frames. Each frame has an associated 1-of-40
phonetic label derived from the TIMIT label files.
2.2. Choosing the kernel type and parameters
Kernel type An initial experiment was performed to deter-
mine the best kernel type. This used a reduced training set
of 2000 frames per class for speed and we used the mean
binary accuracy (i.e. the average across all 780 classifiers)
on a validation set for comparisons. The Gaussian kernel
performed best in all experiments, which is consistent with
findings in [3] and [5], so all subsequent experiments use
SVMs with Gaussian kernels.
Kernel parameters Depending on the kernel type, there are
one or more parameters whose values are not learned but
must be set by some other method. We investigated various
methods for automatically determining the kernel parame-
ters, but found that a simple exhaustive grid search of the
parameter space produced the best values. This step is slow,
and is therefore performed using only a subset of the train-
ing data.
We optimised the kernel parameters to maximise mean
binary accuracy on a 4000-samples-per-class validation set.
For the Gaussian kernel, the parameters are the variance  
and the penalty term,  .
2.3. Results for the best system
The best system used Gaussian kernels and a total of 12.8%
of the training frames were used as support vectors.
One-vs-one voting scheme All 780 classifiers must be eval-
uated to classify each unseen test frame using a simple ma-





DAGSVM system The DAGSVM scheme described earlier
requires far fewer classifiers to classify a test frame (but the
full set of 780 classifiers must be available, and therefore
training is the same as for the voting scheme). By ordering
the sequence of classifications to be initially between the
most dissimilar phonemes (in terms of phonetic features)
this system outperforms the voting scheme while reducing
the classification time by a factor of      . The results
are also shown in above table.
3. EXPERIMENT 2: THE SCALING PROBLEM
As mentioned earlier, the training algorithm implemented
by SVMTorch scales approximately as   for  training
examples, so it is clearly going to be problematic for large
data sets. In our previous experiments, we only managed to
train using around 40% of the TIMIT training set (all test
results are given on the complete test set however, so can be
directly compared to other results from the literature). This
took of the order of    (10 thousand) hours of CPU time
on 750 MHz UltraSparc 3 processors1
We estimate 6 years of CPU time would be required for
the full TIMIT training set. Even with ever increasing CPU
speeds, training a SVM of the type in our first experiments
is not going to be practical on larger data sets in the near
future. A solution to the scaling problem is the key to
successfully using SVMs for speech recognition.
In an attempt to solve the scaling problem, we chose to
examine the Kernel Fisher Discriminant (KFD) introduced
by Mika [10]. Like SVMs, it is another type of kernel ma-
chine that uses the ”kernel trick” [2].
3.1. The Kernel Fisher Discriminant
The KFD is a version of Fisher’s classical Linear Discrimi-
nant extended to incorporate kernels. The method attempts
to find a decision boundary (in terms of support vectors)
1Since each binary SVM is trained independently, this step was per-
formed in parallel.
















Fig. 1. Scaling of SVM (left) and KFD (right). Horizontal
axis is training set size and vertical axis is training time in
seconds.
that both maximises the distance between the class means
and minimises the within-class variance. The mathematical
formulation of the KFD can be written as a similar convex
quadratic programming problem to SVMs:
Minimise
     	  (3)
Subject to    x   x    !  	  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The weights   , training patterns !  , targets 	  and bias ! arethe same as in the SVM formulation. The only difference is
the regularising function, or prior,
  
. This function can
be chosen freely, and is here set to
        . As with
SVMs, classification of a test point is given by equation 1.
The KFD method has a very significant advantage over
SVMs, which it inherits from Fisher’s Discriminant: assum-
ing Gaussian class distributions, the outputs of a KFD can
be interpreted as class-posterior probabilities. This al-
lows the model to be a direct replacement for the neural
network in systems like [1].
3.2. A Sparse Greedy Approximation
The quadratic program in expression 3 can be solved effi-
ciently by a Sparse Greedy Approximation technique [11].
This is an iterative technique that adds one support vector
per iteration until the value of the expression reaches a pre-
defined threshold. At each iteration, a predefined number of
training patterns  are examined, and the one that best min-
imises the objective function is added to the set of support
vectors.
The resulting Sparse Greedy KFD reduces scaling to!  #"    and memory requirements to !  "   , where 
is the training set size, " the number of support vectors in
the final solution, and  the number of training patterns ex-
amined in each iteration. If the required number of support
vectors is low, this method completes training much faster
than the SVM and with lower memory requirements, while
still producing comparable performance (as seen below).
To compare the performance of the KFD to the SVM
method, a selection of 10 binary one-vs-one problems were
randomly chosen from the 780 required for the full prob-
lem. For each SVM, a 2000 frame training set was selected
from the full training set with a separate validation set of
4000 frames; accuracy was measured on a 4000 frame test
set. Kernel parameters were set as described in section 2.2.
Training was stopped when a predefined maximum number
of support vectors was reached2. The table below shows
results comparing KFDs and SVMs on the same data sets.
The KFD with a maximum of 200 support vectors per bi-
nary classifier produces almost the same performance as the
SVM but uses only a third of the support vectors. Even with
only 20 support vectors per KFD, performance remains sur-
prisingly good. Figure 1 demonstrates that training time for
KFDs scales linearly with training set size3





The framewise classification accuracy of the SVM is en-
couraging. Working with a subset of only 40% of the full
TIMIT training set, it produced results comparable to the
best results found in the literature [12, 1]. By using Mika’s
Sparse Greedy KFD, we demonstrate a solution to two of
the main problems of SVMs: scaling, and creating sparse
and fast classifiers. However, if a large number of support
vectors " are required, even the KFD is slow, since it scales
with a factor "  .
Future work We are currently running experiments on the
full TIMIT training set using the Sparse Greedy KFD method.
Since the outputs of the KFD can be interpreted as posterior
class probabilities, we intend to decode the framewise out-
put from our KFD model in a similar fashion to [1]. Our
ultimate goal is to move on to larger data sets.
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